
HEARPEERS happenings

Joe Duarte was born in Portugal and came 
to the U.S. as a teenager. He lived with 

a profound hearing loss most of 
his life and eventually started his 
own business specializing in audio 
systems for people with hearing 
loss. Joe got his first CI in 2008, 
went bilateral in 2010, and is 
now able to hear in ways he never 

dreamed possible. And last month, 
Joe completed the NYC Marathon 

while raising funds for Rising New York 
Road Runners, an organization committed 

to helping kids stay active and healthy. 

“Training for this marathon has been a challenge. I am proud to say that 
despite my work schedule and traveling, I was able to stick to a training 
schedule and slowly work my up from one hour walk/jogs, to doing twenty 
miles! Rumor has it some (if not all) of my children were pretty sure that I 
would not have time to train and then maybe back out... joke’s on them. 
Look who is running a marathon now!” 

Congrats Joe, your MED-EL family is proud of you! 
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MELLIE ON  
THE MOVE
In….Sacramento, CA!

Subscribe to our YouTube 
Channel! Unidos Oimos has 
released a library of Spanish 
counseling videos for 
candidates and recipients. 
The videos are captioned in 
Spanish for Latinos and in 

English for hearing professionals, with the goal of providing support materials 
for Spanish speaking candidates and recipients at every stage of the hearing 
journey. Topics include MED-EL technology, counseling on hearing loss, and 
device troubleshooting. Search MED-EL USA on YouTube and subscribe to our 
channel. For Unidos Oimos, click Playlists and select Unidos Oimos.
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Mellie visited HearPeer  
Krista Rey in Sacramento, 
CA. She got to join Krista and 
her dog, Taylor, for a visit to 
the State Capitol and a stroll 
along the American River! 
Where would you like to  
see Mellie go next? 



For adults who want to work on 
listening and cognitive skills at the  
same time:

Try word searches and crossword 
puzzles. You can find printed versions 
online or buy them as books. For the 
Word Search, have a partner remove 
search words so you only see the cube 
of letters. The partner then tells you 
a definition of each word but not the 
word itself. Write the word down. When 
you have all the correct words, complete 
the word search. For crossword puzzles, 
have a partner read the clues. This adds 
an auditory component to an otherwise 
visual activity. Start with easy words and 
puzzles and work your way up to more 
advanced vocabulary. 

Visit the MED-EL Blog at  
https://blog.medel.com for more ideas.

Providing coast to coast support 
to the US and Canada, the In-

House Audiology team brings 
over 50 years of combined 
audiology experience for 
matters great and small. 
Meet RHONDA TUBBS, 
MEREDITH HILL, KENSI SAIA, 
and ALYSON MELLISH. 

Rhonda knows how to build 
a family – everyone knows her 

office is the place to go for enough 
candy to satisfy any sweet tooth. And 

she is a walking encyclopedia for all things MED-EL! Meredith 
meets the caller at their level, staying calm, clear and patient, 
making her highly effective at her job. Off the phone she is 
always good for a laugh. Though a newer member of the team, 
Kensi is the resident expert in all things cochlear implant, 
bone conduction, and software. When not at work, you’ll find 
her hanging with her hubby and doggy, Goose. Lastly, Alyson’s 
personality shines through even the thickest of costumes - 
she is our resident Mellie. A previous pediatric audiologist with 
three kids of her own, she knows what it takes to bring a smile 
to your face. 

The one thing we all have in common is our commitment to 
MED-EL, the products we provide, and the people we serve. We 
all understand how important hearing is in everyday life  
and love to help the MED-EL family. Contact 
AllinHouseAudiology@medel.com
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CANADIAN CORNER

Canada is excited about growing their HearPeers 
community! Don’t forget, until the end of December you 
can receive $150 off AudioLink with your HearPeers promo 
code. Just contact our distributor at Union Hearing Aid 
Centre to order. medel@uhac.ca • 1-866-269-8880
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